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Abstract— Recently, many algorithms have been presented
for new approaches based on natural inspirations as
introduced in this paper is explored from the migrating
Salmon mechanism. This approach is Artificial Salmon
Tracking Algorithm (ASTA) which is tested on a standard
system model for carrying out a dynamic economic dispatch.
In these studies, ASTA is also used to optimize the system
and to get an optimal portion of the balanced combination.
The results show that the solution is produced dynamically
to make the optimal operation for 24 hours. The system
model can be balanced based on the quadratic model while
ASTA has been demonstrated clearly to search for optimal
solutions.
Keywords: Economic dispatch, salmon behaviors, power
commitment, technical problem, innovation development.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In general, one of the meanings of a natural learning
can be known as practices centered on the learning
through natural life experiences, such as work experience,
and social interaction [1]. Natural learning practices begin
with looking at the activities and participate in living in
the community [2]. The participation naturally occurs and
learns opportunities in associated with routines and
activities within real-life processes. The process can be
figured with open-ended possibilities often an encourage
participants to engage in rich play experiences [3]. In
addition, natural learning resources are accessible which
can be collected many things in nature where the
innovation and creation are harming an inspiration.
In these works, the natural learning is emphasizing
from Salmon fish species which has amazing ability while
tracking over rapid flows and multiple obstacles on the
migration [4]. This behavior is used to survive and stand

for continuing activities and participation during living in
the community. During the migration, Salmon swims a
great distance to find their home which is shared in natural
behavior learning for existing a community in huge
migrating routes [5]. Naturally, Salmon face some
predators and obstacles to keep a life cycle while
migrating for surviving the life on the migrating ways [6],
[7].
As in many previous works, the behavior learning
presents natural mechanisms for searching suitable models
and understanding the phenomena [5], [8], [9]. Many
behaviors of entities or species have been selected as
inspirations for developing certain approaches based on
mechanisms of processes. In this paper, Salmon is
considered as an inspiration based on its migrating
mechanisms is associated with a natural behavior learning
for Artificial Salmon Tracking Algorithm (ASTA). ASTA
is performed based on the activities and participation in
the community living while the survival and searching
processes are collaborating in the migration.
II.

LEARNING MIGRATION

In this section, ASTA is compiled using its procedures
based on the exploring and surviving steps which is
learned from a migration of Salmon fish corresponded to a
migrating history in terms of spawning fish in fresh water,
migrating to the ocean, and returning home from the
ocean [10]. Moreover, the life cycle is presented for the
baby salmon becomes an adult salmon which living in
freshwater and migrates to the ocean [11]. During the
migration for the live surviving through downstream and
upstream migrations, Salmon faces some predators to
keep a life cycle and also avoids obstacles to keep the
migration safely [12]. In this section, the learning
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migration is presented in Figure 1 covered for the natural
learning mechanism, natural searching inspiration, natural
adopting innovation, intelligent concept construction, and
computational model development.
In particular, natural behaviors and mechanisms
become more attracting topics for searching suitable
models and understanding the phenomena. Many
behaviors of entities or species and mechanisms of
processes have been learned to become inspirations which
are approached for developing certain methods [13]–[15].
In line with a natural mechanism, ASTA is referred to
migrating mechanisms of Salmon as an intelligent
computation [16]. In addition, this mechanism is
illustrated in Figure 2 in terms of spawning fish in fresh
water, migrating to the ocean, and returning home from
the ocean. During these phases, the Salmon will face
many predators and obstacles [17]. By considering
Salmon’s behavior, ASTA is constructed based on
migrating steps as a computational intelligence referred to
the exploring and surviving steps as illustrated in Figure 3.
In ASTA, the exploring step is used to search out a mouth
river for guiding the desired possibility selection. The
surviving step is used to find out the returning destination
to track the desired solution at all various branches [18],
[19].

Figure 3. Salmon migrating approach model
By considering Salmon’s behavior, ASTA is
constructed based on migrating steps as a computational
intelligence referred to the exploring and surviving steps
as illustrated in Figure 3. This figure shows the salmon
migrating approach model which considering the natural
mechanisms of the Salmon’s migrating processes [20]. In
detail, downstream and upstream migrations are main
keys to being designed paths of the sequences. This phase
will be used to define all provided points which are
pointed to the best-selected destination for opening the
path to get a direction [18], [19]. Moreover, the surviving
step is used to find out the returning destination to track
the desired solution at all various branches. As illustrated
in Figure 3, ASTA is detailed in several parameters to
present the natural leaning processes in a certain
sequencing inspiration in terms of salmon number,
surviving factor, mouth river, tracking round, migrating
period.
III.

TECHNICAL LEARNING METHOD

In this section, the technical guidance is learned from
the natural leaning inspiration based on the Salmon
migrating path and approach model which are used to
guide an implementation while ASTA is applied to a
problem. By considering the exploring and surviving steps
which is learned from a migration of Salmon in nature, the
computational processes are given in Figure 4.

Figure 1. Natural learning inspiration

Figure 2. Salmon migrating path

Figure 4. Computational sequences
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Figure 5. IEEE 30 bus system
Furthermore, Figure 4 is also used to guide the
procedures and hierarchies for the optimizing problem.
This figure consists of three parts as concerned in data
entry with the evaluation process, exploring and surviving
steps. In addition, this flowchart is also used to optimize
the problem based on the sequencing algorithm to search
for the best solution. In this cases, ASTA is programmed
using pseudo-codes for searching the best solution using
parameters in 100 of Salmon number, 0.25 of a Surviving
factor, 100 of Mouth river, 100 of Tracking round, 1 of
the Migrating period, and 50 of Solution population. In
particular, a modeling is a more popular way than another
approach to make a suitable system from the natural
processes. In detail, the modeling approach is formed in
clarifies assumptions, variables, and parameters [18], [19],
[21], [22]. By considering the mathematical engineering,
the typical mathematical modeling techniques include
computer-aided design, finite element modeling, and
analysis.
In these works, the model is approached using a
quadratic form for the problem which is correlated to the
dynamic economic dispatch (DED). This problem is
constructed using an economic load dispatch (ELD) and
an emission dispatch (EmD) for the 24 hours operation.
By considering the period time of the operation, the DED
considers load demand changes for every hour. In these
studies, the IEEE-30 bus is selected as the sample system
model.
IV.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Table 1. Maximum and minimum points of the tested
system
Start
Min
Hour
Start ($) Min ($) Hour
($)
($)
1
525.05
523.79
13
560.08 555.72
2
513.09
511.34
14
591.46 588.77
3
518.66
517.54
15
624.40 623.00
4
527.09
523.79
16
638.26 637.01
5
538.07
536.43
17
661.89 658.38
6
571.43
568.82
18
689.14 687.51
7
584.45
582.06
19
728.55 724.98
8
590.20
588.77
20
734.82 732.62
9
624.22
623.00
21
704.52 702.36
10
637.67
637.01
22
661.07 658.38
11
624.69
623.00
23
640.93 637.01
12
589.53
588.77
24
592.80 588.77

Figure 6. Obtained solution

Figure 7. Computational speed

In this section, obtained results are presented in several
performances as indicated parameters for the economic
problem [14], [19], [23]–[25]. According to the execution
of the designed programs for 24 hours, the computation’s
results are summarized in Table 1. This table shows
results for each hour which are given in maximum and
minimum points while the obtained conditions on the
optimal solution are presented in Figure 6 and Figure 7.
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Table 2. Optimal power productions of the unit
commitments
Units (MW)
Hour
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
G6
1
105.26 38.86 22.53 21.79 18.71 19.13
2
103.82 38.12 22.13 21.10 18.17 18.58
3
104.54 38.49 22.33 21.45 18.44 18.85
4
105.26 38.86 22.53 21.79 18.71 19.13
5
106.69 39.61 22.93 22.49 19.25 19.68
6
110.27 41.48 23.93 24.21 20.61 21.07
7
111.76 42.25 24.35 24.84 21.14 21.61
8
112.47 42.62 24.55 25.19 21.41 21.88
9
116.05 44.49 25.56 26.92 22.78 23.27
10
117.49 45.24 25.96 27.62 23.33 23.83
11
116.05 44.49 25.55 26.92 22.78 23.27
12
112.47 42.62 24.55 25.19 21.41 21.89
13
108.84 40.73 23.53 23.52 20.07 20.51
14
112.47 42.62 24.55 25.19 21.41 21.89
15
116.05 44.49 25.56 26.92 22.78 23.27
16
117.49 45.24 25.96 27.61 23.33 23.83
17
119.63 46.37 26.57 28.66 24.15 24.66
18
122.49 47.86 27.38 30.06 25.25 25.78
19
126.07 49.74 28.40 31.80 26.63 27.17
20
126.78 50.12 28.60 32.16 26.91 27.45
21
123.92 48.62 27.79 30.75 25.80 26.33
22
119.63 46.37 26.57 28.66 24.15 24.66
23
117.49 45.24 25.96 27.62 23.33 23.83
24
112.47 42.62 24.55 25.19 21.41 21.89

The unit commitment is very important to show the
system operation during the existing products based on the
time intervals. Each combination has a contribution for
supporting the optimal power balance as detailed in Figure
8. This figure informs that all possibility portions make a
role in the operation base on the operating fee as presented
in Figure 9. By considering all the operating time, the
system provides for 5,974.66 MW of the load demand.
This consumption is supplied by 6,098.08 MW from
joined six generating units which means that it has 123.41
MW for the power loss. Refers to the optimal condition as
depicted in Figure 8, the night load is higher than the day
load with various operating cost as given in Figure 9. In
details, this payment within 24-hour operations is spent
for the fuel consumption around 8,438.61 $ and 6,180.22
$ for the emission compensation. Totally, the operation
needs 15,618.83 $ for the 24 hou

V.

CONCLUSION

This paper explores Artificial Salmon Tracking
Algorithm (ASTA) development which is applied to a
dynamic economic dispatch for determining the optimal
operating commitment. Results obtained shows that
ASTA seems to be a new approach to solve this problem.
It has smooth convergence speeds with various individual
portions as the unit commitment associated with the
operating cost for 24 hours. From these works, future
studies in real system applications are devoted to further
themes.
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